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Abstract. In this paper we present a decentralized abstraction framework for multi-agent sys-4
tems with couplings in their dynamics, which arise in their popular coordination protocols. The5
discrete models are based on a varying decentralization degree, namely, the agents’ individual ab-6
stractions are obtained by using discrete information up to a tunable distance in their network graph.7
Deriving these models at the agent level is essential in order to address scalability issues which appear8
in the discretization of systems with a high state dimension. The approach builds on the appropriate9
discretization of the agents’ state space and the selection of a transition time step, which enable10
the construction of a nonblocking transition system for each agent with quantifiable transition pos-11
sibilities. The transitions are based on the design of local feedback laws for the manipulation of the12
coupling terms, which guarantee the execution of the transitions by the continuous system. For a13
class of nonlinear agent interconnections, the derivation of such abstractions is always guaranteed,14
based on sufficient conditions which relate the agents’ dynamics and the space/time quantization.15
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1. Introduction. The analysis and control of multi-agent systems constitutes18

an active area of research with numerous applications, ranging from the analysis19

of power networks to the automatic deployment of robotic teams [10]. Of central20

interest in this field is the problem of high level planning by exploiting tools from21

formal verification [21]. In order to follow this approach for dynamical systems, a22

suitable discrete representation of the system is required, which enables the automatic23

synthesis of discrete plans that guarantee satisfaction of the high level specifications.24

Then, under appropriate relations between the continuous system and its discrete25

analogue, these plans can be converted to low level primitives such as sequences of26

feedback controllers, which enable the execution of the corresponding tasks by the27

continuous system.28

The need for a formal approach to the aforementioned control synthesis problem29

has led to a considerable research effort for the extraction of discrete state symbolic30

models, also called abstractions. Results in this direction for the nonlinear single plant31

case have been obtained in the papers [27] and [36], which exploit approximate sim-32

ulation and bisimulation relations. Exact variants of these relations were introduced33

in control by providing state space models of reduced dimension while preserving be-34

havioral properties, originally for linear [26], and for nonlinear systems in [34], [16],35

and recently, also to address stability of dynamical and hybrid systems [29]. Symbolic36

models for piecewise affine systems on simplices and rectangles were introduced in37

[18] and have been further studied in [8]. Closer related to the control framework that38

we adopt here for the abstraction, are the papers [19], [20], which build on the notion39

of In-Block Controllability [9], a property of the form that every point in a block of40
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2 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

states is reachable from any other point in the same block through a bounded control.41

Other abstraction techniques for nonlinear systems include [31], where discrete time42

systems are studied in a behavioral framework and [2], where box abstractions are43

studied for polynomial and other classes of systems. It is also noted that certain of the44

aforementioned approaches have been extended to switched [14], [15], and stochastic45

systems [35], allowing for the probabilistic verification of their reachability and safety46

properties [30], [1]. The abstraction of larger systems through the above approaches,47

which rely on the global representation of their dynamics, can become intractable48

due to the size of the discrete models, which grows exponentially with respect to49

the state dimension. Thus, recent research has been devoted to the construction of50

symbolic models for interconnected systems, based on the appropriate composition51

of abstractions for their components. Results towards this direction have been devel-52

oped in [33] for stabilizable interconnected linear systems, in [28], where approximate53

bisimulations are obtained under a small gain hypothesis for the components, and in54

[32], which is focused on reducing the system dimension under quantitative bounds55

between the original and lower dimensional model. Small gain type assumptions are56

also leveraged in [11], where compositional results are provided for discrete state sys-57

tems, whereas in [24] and [23], compositional abstractions for safety specifications are58

obtained for systems with monotone dynamics. It is worthwhile mentioning that in59

[23], a varying selection of subsystems for the abstraction is exploited, providing a60

tunable tradeoff between complexity reduction and model accuracy.61

In this work, we focus on multi-agent systems, such as robotic networks, and con-62

sider continuous time models for the agents’ dynamics. For such systems, a variety of63

decentralized protocols in the form of coupling feedback controllers between the agents64

can guarantee objectives such as collision avoidance, network connectivity, and forma-65

tion in a distributed and autonomous manner [22]. Furthermore, it can be desirable66

that the agents fulfill additional higher level specifications, such as reachability within67

specific time bounds, periodic monitoring of workspace areas, and request response68

actions. This motivates our consideration of agent dynamics consisting of a class of69

feedback interconnection terms, which are encountered in typical multi-agent coor-70

dination schemes, and bounded additive input terms, which we call free inputs and71

provide certain control freedom under the coupled constraints. Our goal is to leverage72

this control freedom to construct an individual transition system for each agent based73

on discrete information from nearby agents, and use these discrete agent models for74

higher level control synthesis. It is noted that the compositional discrete abstraction75

approaches introduced in the above paragraph, are in principle not suitable for the76

systems we consider, where apart from Lipschitz continuity and boundedness, there77

are no other assumptions for the interconnection terms.78

The abstraction is based on a partition of the workspace into cells and the selection79

of a time step, which guarantee that each agent’s symbolic model has quantifiable80

transition capabilities from every discrete state. Selecting a common time step for the81

discretization allows for the synchronization of the agents’ discrete transitions, whose82

appropriate composition can capture the behavior of the coupled system. This enables83

the synthesis of control sequences which satisfy high level tasks by working only with84

the discrete models. Furthermore, it provides a convenient setting for the synthesis85

of control strategies under timed specifications, that can be expressed through formal86

languages such as Metric Interval Temporal Logic, e.g., specifications of the form87

“always between 2 and 8 time units avoid region A and reach location B between 688

and 10 time units” [25]. Building the discrete models at the agent level also allows for89

the consideration of the specific dynamic properties of each team member, which in90
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principle cannot be captured with sufficient detail in a global manner for a large scale91

system. In addition, through this framework it is possible to exploit a strict subset92

of the agents’ abstractions for control synthesis. In this case it is no longer required93

to consider the composition of all subsystems, whose state grows exponentially with94

the number of agents and constitutes the computational bottleneck of the centralized95

case. For instance, such an approach turns out to be applicable for acyclic network96

structures such as trees, with the agents’ tasks prioritized according to their inverse97

distance to the root node; this enables a “sequential” synthesis procedure, by first98

selecting satisfying plans for the root agent, then using them to specify the desired99

paths of the agents one layer below, and so forth.100

In this paper, we generalize the results of our recent work [4], where each agent’s101

abstraction is based on the knowledge of its neighbors’ discrete positions, by allowing102

the agent to have this information for all members of the network up to a certain103

distance in the communication graph. This provides an improved estimate of its104

neighbors’ evolution and allows for more accurate discrete models, due to the reduc-105

tion of the control magnitude that is required to manipulate the coupling terms. In106

addition, the derived abstractions are coarser than the ones in [4], and hence, of re-107

duced state complexity. Finally, we note that this paper includes the proofs of its108

companion conference version [6], which have been completely omitted therein due to109

space constraints, as well as certain additional results.110

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Notation and preliminaries are111

introduced in Section 2 and the problem is formulated in Section 3. In Section 4, we112

formally define well posed abstractions for multi-agent systems and prove consistency113

of the latter with the required bounds on the system’s free inputs. Section 5 is114

devoted to the study of deviation bounds between reference trajectories of neighboring115

agents and their estimates. In Section 6 we derive space and time discretizations with116

quantifiable transition capabilities. The framework is illustrated through an example117

with simulation results in Section 7 and we conclude in Section 8.118

2. Preliminaries and Notation. We use the notation |x| for the Euclidean119

norm of a vector x ∈ Rn and int(S) for the interior of a set S ⊂ Rn. Given R > 0120

and x ∈ Rn, we denote B(x;R) := {y ∈ Rn : |x− y| ≤ R} and B(R) := B(0;R).121

Consider a multi-agent system withN agents. For each agent i ∈ N := {1, . . . , N}122

we consider a fixed set of neighbors Ni ⊂ N \ {i} and use the notation Ni for the123

cardinality of Ni. We also consider an ordering of the agent’s neighbors which is124

denoted by j1(i) ≺ · · · ≺ jNi(i) and define the Ni-tuple j(i) = (j1(i), . . . , jNi(i)).125

Whenever it is clear from the context, the argument i will be omitted from the latter126

notation. The agents’ network is represented by a directed graph G := (N , E), with127

vertex set N the agents’ index set and edge set E the ordered pairs (`, i) with i, ` ∈ N128

and ` ∈ Ni. The sequence i0i1 · · · im with (iκ−1, iκ) ∈ E , κ = 1, . . . ,m, namely,129

consisting of m consecutive edges in G, forms a path of length m in G. For each130

m ≥ 1, we denote by Nm
i the set of agents from which i is reachable through a path131

of length m and not by a shorter one, excluding also the possibility to reach itself132

through a cycle. Notice that N 1
i = Ni. We also define N 0

i := {i} and for each m ≥ 1133

the set N̄m
i :=

⋃m
`=0N `

i , consisting of all agents from which i is reachable by a path of134

length at most m, including i. With some abuse of language, we use the terminology135

m-neighbor set of agent i for the set N̄m
i , since it always contains the agent itself and136

will also refer to the rest of the agents in N̄m
i , i.e., to N̄m

i \ {i}, as the m-neighbors137

of i. Finally, we denote by N̄m
i the cardinality of agent i’s m-neighbors, namely, of138

the set N̄m
i \ {i}. Given an agent i ∈ N and its m-neighbor set N̄m

i for certain139
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4 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

m ≥ 1, we consider an extension of its neighbors’ ordering j1(i) ≺ · · · ≺ jNi(i) to140

an ordering i ≺ j1(i) ≺ · · · ≺ jN̄mi (i) on N̄m
i , which is fixed throughout the paper.141

Whenever it is clear from the context we remove the argument i from these ordered142

elements. Given an index set I and recalling that N is the total number of agents, we

Ag.1

Ag.2

Ag.6

Ag.3

Ag.5

Ag.7

Ag.4

Ag.8

Fig. 1. The sets Nmi , N̄mi for agents 1, 5 up to paths of length 3 are: (Agent 1) N̄ 1
1 =

{1, 2, 6}, N 1
1 = {2, 6}; N̄ 2

1 = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7}, N 2
1 = {3, 5, 7}; N̄ 3

1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, N 3
1 =

{4, 8}; (Agent 5) N̄ 1
5 = {3, 5}, N 1

5 = {3}; N̄ 2
5 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, N 2

5 = {2, 4}; N̄ 3
5 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, N 3

5 = ∅.
143

define the map pri : IN → IN̄mi +1, which assigns to each N -tuple (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ IN144

the N̄m
i + 1-tuple (li, lj1 , . . . , ljN̄m

i
) ∈ IN̄mi +1, i.e., the indices of agent i and its m-145

neighbors in accordance to the ordering. We also define a transition system as a tuple146

TS := (Q,Act,−→), where: Q is a set of states; Act is a set of actions; −→ is a147

transition relation with −→⊂ Q×Act×Q. The transition system is said to be finite,148

if Q and Act are finite sets. We denote by q
a−→ q′ an element (q, a, q′) ∈−→, and149

define Post(q; a) := {q′ ∈ Q : (q, a, q′) ∈−→} for every q ∈ Q and a ∈ Act.150

3. Problem Formulation. In this section we provide the agent’s dynamic151

model and formulate the basic requirements of their distributed discretizations.152

3.1. System Dynamics. We consider multi-agent systems of the form153

(1) ẋi = fi(xi,xj) + vi, xi ∈ Rn, i ∈ N ,154

that are governed by decentralized control laws. These consist of a feedback term155

fi(·), that depends on the states of i and its neighbors, which we compactly denote156

by xj(= xj(i)) := (xj1 , . . . , xjNi ) ∈ RNin (see Section 2 for the notation j(i)), and an157

additive input term vi, which we call free input. The dynamics fi(xi,xj) are encoun-158

tered in a large set of multi-agent protocols [22], including consensus, connectivity159

maintenance, collision avoidance and formation control. In addition, they may rep-160

resent internal dynamics of the system as for instance in the case of smart buildings161

(see e.g., [3]), where the temperature xi ∈ R, i ∈ N of each room evolves according162

to ẋi =
∑
j∈Ni aij(xj − xi) + vi, with Ni denoting the rooms adjacent to i, aij the163

heat conductivity between rooms i and j, and vi the heating/cooling capabilities of164

the room. We assume that the functions fi(·) are bounded and globally Lipschitz,165

i.e., there exist constants M > 0, L1 > 0, and L2 > 0 such that166

|fi(xi,xj)| ≤M,(2)167

|fi(xi,xj)− fi(xi,yj)| ≤ L1|xj − yj |,(3)168

|fi(xi,xj)− fi(yi,xj)| ≤ L2|xi − yi|,(4)169

∀xi, yi ∈ Rn,xj ,yj ∈ RNin,170171
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for all agents i ∈ N . Furthermore, we assume that each input vi is piecewise contin-172

uous and satisfies the bound173

(5) |vi(t)| ≤ vmax < M, ∀t ≥ 0.174

Assumption (5) is in part motivated from the design of cooperative multi-agent pro-175

tocols which guarantee robustness of certain network properties with respect to the176

free inputs. This enables the exploitation of the free inputs for high level planning.177

A class of multi-agent systems of the form (1) which justifies this assumption has178

been studied in our companion works [5], [7]. These provide sufficient conditions to179

guarantee robust connectivity of a static agent network for an appropriate selection180

of vmax, which necessitate the latter to satisfy (5).181

3.2. Abstraction Requirements. Our aim is to derive a discrete transition182

system for each individual agent in the coupled system (1), through an appropriate183

state partition and a time discretization step δt > 0. For the space discretization we184

consider a cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of each agent’s state space Rn (see also [17,185

p 129]), namely, a family of uniformly bounded and connected sets Sl, l ∈ I, such186

that int(Sl) ∩ int(Sl̂) = ∅ for all l 6= l̂ and ∪l∈ISl = Rn. Each agent’s abstraction is187

based on the knowledge of its neighbors’ discrete positions up to a distance m ∈ N188

in the network graph, which is fixed throughout the paper. This distance specifies189

the m-neighbor set of each agent and is called the degree of decentralization. Given190

a cell decomposition {Sl}l∈I of Rn, we denote by li = (li, lj1 , . . . , ljN̄m
i

) ∈ IN̄mi +1 (or191

just li) the indices of the cells where agent i and its m-neighbors belong at a certain192

time instant and call it the m-cell configuration of i. Analogously, we denote by193

l = (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ IN the cell configuration of all agents, which projects to the m-cell194

configuration of each agent i through the operator pri(·) from Section 2 applied to195

the cell-index set I, i.e., li = pri(l).196

Informally, we consider for each agent i the transition system whose states are197

the cells of the decomposition, actions are the cells of the agents in its m-neighbor198

set, and transitions are defined as follows. A final cell is reachable from an initial one,199

if for all states in the initial cell there is a free input such that the trajectory of i will200

reach the final cell at δt for all possible initial states of its m-neighbors in their cells201

and their corresponding free inputs. To guarantee that the abstractions can generate202

infinite transition sequences, we require that the discretization is well posed, namely,203

that every agent can perform at least one transition from any cell.204

We illustrate the concept of a well posed space-time discretization in Figure 2.205

For the depicted cases we consider the same 2-cell configuration for the 2-neighbor206

set N̄ 2
i = {i, j1, j2} of i, but different dynamics. In case (i), it is possible to drive207

agent i to cell Sl′i at δt for all initial conditions in Sli , irrespectively from where j1208

and j2 start in their cells and the inputs they choose. Assuming that this holds for all209

2-cell configurations of i and for all the agents, we have a well posed discretization for210

System (i). On the other hand, for System (ii), there are distinct initial conditions of211

i in Sli , whose reachable sets at δt lie in different cells, and thus the discretization is212

not well posed for System (ii).213

3.3. Discrete Transition Control Design. The derivation of the discrete214

models is based as in [4] on the design of appropriate hybrid feedback laws in place of215

the vi’s which enable the desired transitions. We next define specific control laws that216

will be used therefore in this paper. Consider first a cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of217

Rn, a time step δt and a selection of a reference point xl,G for each cell Sl, l ∈ I. Also,218
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6 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

Sli xi
Slj1xj1

Slj2
xj2Sl′i

System (i):

ẋi=fi,(i)(xi,xj1) + vi,(i)
ẋj1=fj1,(i)(xj1 ,xj2) + vj1,(i)

System (ii):

ẋi=fi,(ii)(xi,xj1) + vi,(ii)
ẋj1=fj1,(ii)(xj1 ,xj2) + vj1,(ii)

Sli xi
Slj1xj1

Slj2
xj2

xi(δt) xi(δt)

Fig. 2. The space-time discretization is well posed for System (i) but not for System (ii).

pick an agent i, an m-cell configuration li of i, assume without any loss of generality219

that Nm+1
i 6= ∅ (the general case will be provided in the next section), and consider220

the initial value problem (IVP)221

χ̇`(t) =f`(χ`(t), χj(`)1
(t), . . . , χj(`)N` (t)), t ≥ 0, ` ∈ N̄m−1

i ,222

χ`(0) =xl`,G,∀` ∈ N̄
m−1
i ,(6)223224

with the terms χ`(·), ` ∈ Nm
i defined as225

(7) χ`(t) := xl`,G,∀t ≥ 0, ` ∈ Nm
i .226

The IVP (6)-(7) provides a solution of the unforced, i.e., without free inputs subsystem227

formed by the m-neighbor set of agent i. In addition, the agents are initiated from228

their reference points in their cells and the neighbors precisely m hops away are229

considered fixed at their corresponding reference points for all times. We will call230

the i-th component χi(·) of the solution in (6) the reference trajectory of i. We also231

compactly denote as χj(·) := (χj1(·), . . . , χjNi (·)) the corresponding components of232

i’s neighbors. The latter provide an estimate of the neighbors’ possible evolution over233

the time interval [0, δt]. Notice that agent i can move along its reference trajectory234

χi(·) when initiated at xli,G by applying the time varying feedback law235

(8) ki,li,1(t, xi,xj) := fi(χi(t),χj(t))− fi(xi,xj), t ∈ [0,∞), (xi,xj) ∈ R(Ni+1)n,236

in place of its free input vi in (1). Next, consider a function237

(9) ζi : R≥0 → [0, λ̄], 0 < λ̄ < 1238

and select a vector wi from239

(10) W := B(vmax) ⊂ Rn.240

By adding to the control law vi = ki,li,1(·) in (8) also the term241

ki,li,2(t;wi) :=ζi(t)wi, t ∈ [0,∞), wi ∈W,(11)242243
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it follows that agent i, when initiated from xli,G, will move according to the trajectory244

t 7→ χi(t) + wi
∫ t

0
ζi(s)ds and reach the point x := χi(δt) + wi

∫ δt
0
ζi(s)ds inside the245

ball depicted in Figure 3 at δt. In a similar way, it is possible to reach any point246

inside this ball by a different selection of wi. Its radius247

(12) ri :=

∫ δt

0

ζi(s)dsvmax,248

is determined through the maximum value of the control part ki,li,2(·) that is assigned249

to the free input to increase the agent’s transition choices and is quantified through250

the design parameter λ̄ in (9), which upper bounds the values of ζi(·). Finally, we251

also augment the component252

ki,li,3(xi0) :=
1

δt
(xli,G − xi0), xi0 ∈ Sli ,(13)253

254

to the suggested control scheme, namely, we consider the feedback law255

ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi) := ki,li,1(t, xi,xj) + ki,li,2(t;wi) + ki,li,3(xi0),(14)256257

which is parameterized by the initial condition xi0 ∈ Sli and the vector wi ∈ W .258

Then, it follows from (1), (8), (11), (13), (14), and the IVP (6)-(7), that the agent’s259

trajectory xi(·) with xi(0) = xi0 and vi = ki,li will be given by260

xi(t) = xi0 +

∫ t

0

fi(χi(s),χj(s))ds+ wi

∫ t

0

ζi(s)ds+
t

δt
(xli,G − xi0)261

= xli,G +

∫ t

0

fi(χi(s),χj(s))ds+ wi

∫ t

0

ζi(s)ds+
δt− t
δt

(xi0 − xli,G)262

= χi(t) + wi

∫ t

0

ζi(s)ds+
δt− t
δt

(xi0 − xli,G).263
264

The latter implies that xi(δt) = χi(δt)+wi
∫ δt

0
ζi(s)ds, and thus, that agent i can reach265

the point x in Figure 3 at δt from any initial point xi0 in the cell Sli . Analogously,266

i can reach any other point in B(χi(δt); ri) from every initial condition in Sli by267

an alternative assignment of the parameter wi in ki,li(·, ·, ·; ·, wi), and thus, perform a268

transition to any cell which has a nonempty intersection with B(χi(δt); ri). It remains269

though to verify that the magnitude of the feedback law evaluated along the trajectory270

of the agent does not violate the constraint (5) on the available control. Space and271

time discretizations which guarantee this requirement can always be obtained for272

system (1) and are provided in Section 6. It is also noted that due to the assumption273

vmax < M in (5), it is in principle not possible to cancel the interconnection terms. In274

addition, the feedback laws ki,li(·) depend on the cell of agent i, and specifically, on its275

m-cell configuration li, through the reference point xli,G in (13) and the trajectories276

χi(·) and χj(·) in (8), as provided by the initial value problem (6)-(7).277

4. Abstractions of Varying Decentralization. Based on the previous sec-278

tions, we proceed with the formal definition of well posed discretizations and the279

individual discrete models that are associated to each agent. The formulation builds280

on the controller design introduced in Section 3.3. However, it is provided in a more281

abstract framework, in order to focus on the desirable properties of the control laws282

for the candidate discretizations, which do not require their precise formulas and allow283

the design of alternative feedback laws to the ones given in (14).284
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Sli
Sl′i

χi(δt)

xi(δt) = x

xi(t)

B(χi(δt); ri)

x̄i(t)

xi0

xli,G

Fig. 3. Consider any point x inside the ball B(χi(δt); ri). Then, we can assign a parameter
wi ∈ W to the feedback law ki,li (·, ·, ·; ·, wi) in (14), so that the trajectory xi(·) of i with input

vi = ki,li satisfies xi(δt) = χi(δt) + wi
∫ δt
0 ζi(s)ds = x ∈ Sl′i , for each initial condition xi0 ∈ Sli .

Thus, through the selected wi, the controller ki,li enables a transition from cell Sli to Sl′i
, since the

latter is reachable for every initial condition xi0 ∈ Sli .

4.1. Agent Reference Trajectories. The following definition provides for each285

agent i its reference trajectory and the estimates of its neighbors’ reference trajecto-286

ries, based on i’s m-cell configuration.287

Definition 1. Given a cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of Rn and a reference288

point xl,G ∈ Sl for each l ∈ I, consider an agent i ∈ N , its m-neighbor set N̄m
i289

and an m-cell configuration li = (li, lj1 , . . . , ljN̄m
i

) of i. We define the functions χi(t),290

χj(t) := (χj1(t), . . . , χjNi (t)), t ≥ 0, through the solution of the following initial value291

problem, specified by Cases (i) and (ii) below:292

Case (i). Nm+1
i = ∅. Then, we have the initial value problem293

χ̇`(t) =f`(χ`(t), χj(`)1
(t), . . . , χj(`)N` (t)), t ≥ 0, ` ∈ N̄m

i ,294

χ`(0) =xl`,G,∀` ∈ N̄m
i ,(15)295296

where j(`)1, . . . , j(`)N` denote the corresponding neighbors of each agent ` ∈ N̄m
i .297

Case (ii). Nm+1
i 6= ∅. Then, we have the initial value problem (6)-(7). /298

Remark 2. (i) In Case (i) for the IVP of Definition 1, the requirement Nm+1
i =299

∅ implies by Lemma 17(iii) in the Appendix, that for each agent ` ∈ N̄m
i its neighbors300

j(`)1, . . . , j(`)N` also belong to N̄m
i . Hence, the subsystem formed by the agents in301

N̄m
i is decoupled from the other agents in the system and IVP (15) is well defined.302

(ii) In Case (ii), the subsystem formed by the agents in N̄m
i is not decoupled from the303

other agents in the system. However, by considering the agents in Nm
i fixed at their304

reference points by (7), the initial value problem (6)-(7) is again well defined.305

(iii) Apart from the notation χi(·) and χj(·) above, we use the notation χli
` (·) for the306

trajectory of each agent ` ∈ N̄m
i , as specified by the IVP initial value problem of307

Definition 1 for the m-cell configuration li of i (with χli
` (·) as defined by (7) when308

Nm+1
i 6= ∅). We refer to χi(·) ≡ χli

i (·) as the reference trajectory of agent i and to309

each χli
` (·) with ` ∈ N̄m

i \{i} as the estimate of `’s reference trajectory by i. Whenever310

a cell decomposition and a selection of reference points are given for system (1), the311

IVP of Definition 1 is uniquely determined by agent i and its m-cell configuration li.312

In this case, we also refer to it as the li-IVP.313

Example 3. In this example we demonstrate the IVPs of Definition 1 for m =314

3, as specified by Cases (i) and (ii) for agents 5 and 1 of Figure 1, respectively:315

Agent 5 (Case (i)) χ̇5(t) = f5(χ5(t), χ3(t)), χ̇3(t) = f3(χ3(t), χ2(t), χ4(t)), χ̇2(t) =316

f2(χ2(t), χ3(t)), χ̇4(t) = f4(χ4(t)), χκ(0) = xlκ,G , κ = 5, 3, 2, 4; Agent 1 (Case (ii))317

χ̇1(t) = f1(χ1(t), χ6(t), χ2(t)), χ̇6(t) = f6(χ6(t), χ1(t), χ2(t), χ5(t), χ7(t)), χ̇2(t) =318

f2(χ2(t), χ3(t)), χ̇5(t) = f5(χ5(t), χ3(t)), χ̇3(t) = f3(χ3(t), χ2(t), xl4,G), χ̇7(t) =319

f7(χ7(t), χ6(t), xl8,G), χκ(0) = xlκ,G, κ = 1, 6, 2, 5, 3, 7.320
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We next characterize bounds for the deviation between the reference trajectory321

of an agent’s neighbor, and its estimate obtained from the agent’s initial value prob-322

lem. These refer to m-cell configurations of the agent and its neighbor where the323

corresponding common agents belong to the same cells. Specifically, given m-cell con-324

figurations li = (li, lj1 , . . . , ljN̄m
i

) and l` = (l̄`, l̄j(`)1
, . . . , l̄j(`)N̄m

`

) of agents i ∈ N and325

` ∈ Ni, respectively, we say that li and l` are consistent, if lκ = l̄κ for all κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` .326

Definition 4. Given i ∈ N , the continuous function αi : [0, δt]→ R≥0 is called327

a reference trajectory deviation bound for i, if for each ` ∈ Ni and consistent m-cell328

configurations li and l` of i and `, respectively, it holds that329

(16) |χli
` (t)− χl`

` (t)| ≤ αi(t),∀t ∈ [0, δt]. /330

Specific reference trajectory deviation bounds for the agents will be provided in Sec-331

tion 5 by exploiting the bounds and Lipschitz constants of their coupling terms.332

4.2. Individual Transition Requirements. We next provide the class of hy-333

brid feedback laws that are assigned to the free inputs vi to obtain the discrete tran-334

sitions. As the control laws in (14), they depend on the cells each agent and its335

m-neighbors belong, and are parameterized by the agent’s initial conditions and a336

set of auxiliary parameters, which are exploited to increase the transition choices. In337

particular, let S = {Sl}l∈I and W be a cell decomposition and a nonempty subset338

of Rn, respectively. Given an agent i ∈ N and a cell configuration li of i, we con-339

sider feedback laws ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi) : [0,∞)× R(Ni+1)n → Rn, parameterized by340

xi0 ∈ Sli , and wi ∈ W , which are piecewise continuous on t and globally Lipschitz341

continuous on (xi,xj) (uniformly with respect to t ∈ [0,∞), xi0 ∈ Sli and wi ∈ W ).342

We refer to each such control law as a globally Lipschitz W -parameterized feedback343

law. The motivation for this definition comes from the fact that different parameters344

wi provide alternative transition possibilities to the agent, as also discussed in Sec-345

tion 3.3. Due to the uniform bound on the size of the cells in the decomposition, we346

choose its diameter dmax, as the diameter of an open ball whose translation can cover347

each individual cell. Thus, we can select a reference point xl,G for each cell with348

(17) |xl,G − x| <
dmax

2
,∀x ∈ Sl, l ∈ I.349

Motivated by the control design of the previous section, we provide conditions350

which enable an agent to perform a discrete transition based on the knowledge of its351

m-cell configuration. Recall that each agent aims to reach a point inside the ball with352

center the endpoint of its reference trajectory and radius ri given by (12), which due353

to (9) satisfies ri ≤ vmaxδt. From the latter and (17), the agent’s distance from its354

reference trajectory will be bounded by a continuous function β : [0, δt]→ R≥0 with355

(18)
dmax

2
≤ β(0);β(δt) ≤ vmaxδt.356

In order to define the agents’ individual transitions, we consider for each i ∈ N357

the following system with disturbances:358

(19) ẋi = fi(xi,dj) + vi,359

where dj1 , . . . , djNi : [0,∞)→ Rn (also denoted d`, ` ∈ Ni) are continuous functions.360

This approach is inspired by [13], where a nonlinear system is modeled by means of361

a piecewise affine system with disturbances. The following definition provides the362

desired transition requirement, based on the auxiliary dynamics (19).363
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10 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

Definition 5. Consider a cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of Rn, a time step δt,364

a nonempty subset W of Rn, an agent i ∈ N , and continuous functions β(·), αi(·),365

satisfying (18) and (16) of Definition 4, respectively. Given an m-cell configuration366

li of i, a globally Lipschitz W -parameterized feedback law vi = ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi), a367

vector wi ∈ W , and a cell index l′i ∈ I, we say that ki,li , wi, l
′
i satisfy the Transition368

Requirement (TR), if the following hold. For each initial condition xi0 ∈ Sli and369

selection of continuous functions d` : R≥0 → Rn, ` ∈ Ni satisfying370

(20) |d`(t)− χli
` (t)| ≤ αi(t) + β(t),∀t ∈ [0, δt],371

with χli
` (·), ` ∈ Ni as provided by the li-IVP, the solution xi(·) of (19) with vi =372

ki,li(t, xi,dj ;xi0, wi), satisfies373

|xi(t)− χli
i (t)| < β(t),∀t ∈ [0, δt),(21)374

xi(δt) ∈ Sl′i ,(22)375

|ki,li(t, xi(t),dj(t);xi0, wi)| ≤ vmax,∀t ∈ [0, δt]. /(23)376377

Note that when the Transition Requirement is satisfied, agent i can be driven to378

Sl′i precisely at δt under the feedback law ki,li(·) corresponding to the given parameter379

wi. The latter is possible for all disturbances satisfying (20), which capture the380

evolution of i’s neighbors over the time interval [0, δt], given the knowledge of i’s m-381

cell configuration. Indeed, notice that β(·) bounds the distance of each agent from its382

reference trajectory over [0, δt]. Also, recall that the deviation between the reference383

trajectory of each ` ∈ Ni and its estimate by i is bounded by αi(·). Thus, the distance384

between `’s trajectory x`(·) and the estimate χli
` (·) of its reference trajectory by i is385

bounded by αi(·)+β(·). Some additional intuition behind the Transition Requirement386

is given in the example of Figure 4, with degree of decentralization m = 3.387

4.3. Well Posed Discretizations. We next define a well posed space-time dis-388

cretization, for which the individual transition system of each agent i is non blocking,389

i.e., there is an outgoing transition from each state. This is formulated through the390

condition that for each m-cell configuration of i, there exists a control law and a391

successor state, such that the Transition Requirement of Definition 5 is fulfilled.392

Definition 6. Consider a cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of Rn, a time step δt,393

a nonempty subset W of Rn, and continuous functions αi : [0, δt]→ R≥0, i ∈ N and394

β : [0, δt] → R≥0 satisfying (16) and (18), respectively. We say that the space-time395

discretization S − δt is well posed (for system (1)), if for each agent i ∈ N and m-396

cell configuration li of i, there exist a globally Lipschitz W -parameterized feedback law397

vi = ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi), a vector wi ∈W , and a cell index l′i ∈ I, which satisfy the398

Transition Requirement.399

Remark 7. Due to the Transition Requirement, the definition of a well posed400

discretization S − δt is associated with a selection of the set W , and the mappings401

αi(·) and β(·). This selection will be often assumed implicitly in subsequent statements402

and invoked when necessary.403

Given a well posed space-time discretization S − δt and based on Definition 6, we404

next define the discrete transition system of each agent.405

Definition 8. For each agent i, its individual transition system TSi := (Qi, Acti,406

−→i) is defined as follows:407

• Qi := I (the indices of the cell decomposition)408
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β(0)

β(δt)

dmax

χli
i (δt)

Sli

Sl′i

xli,G

αi(δt)

β(δt)

β(0)

χli
` (δt)

d`(δt)

xl`,G

χl`
` (δt)

χl`
j
(δt)

χli
j
(δt)

xlj ,G

χ
lj
j
(δt)

xlj ,G

Fig. 4. This figure illustrates i’s reference trajectory χ
li
i (·) on the left. The area enclosing

the agent corresponds to all positions of i that satisfy (21). The restriction (20) imposed on the
acceptable disturbances for i is depicted through the larger area enclosing the reference point xl`,G
of `. The darker part of this area comprises of the points with distance from the (dashed) estimate

of `’s reference trajectory χ
li
` (t) by i no more than αi(t). Thus, given that the distance of ` from its

own reference trajectory χ
l`
` (t) is bounded by β(t) (i.e., lies inside the closed dashed curve), ` will

remain within the larger red area.

• Acti := IN̄mi +1 (the set of all m-cell configurations of i)409

• For any li, l
′
i ∈ Qi and li = (li, lj1 , . . . , ljN̄m

i
) ∈ Acti, li

li−→i l
′
i iff there exist ki,li ,410

wi with ki,li , wi, l
′
i satisfying the Transition Requirement. /411

In Definition 8, considering the m-cell configurations of each agent in its action412

set, indicates that the agent’s transitions are affected by the discrete positions of its413

m-neighbors. This is in accordance with the intuition provided in Section 3.3, because414

the agent’s m-cell configuration affects the endpoint of its reference trajectory and415

hence, the successor cells which intersect the ball in Figure 3.416

Remark 9. Given a well posed discretization S − δt and an initial cell configura-417

tion l = (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ IN , it follows from Definitions 6 and 8 that Posti(li; pri(l)) 6= ∅418

for each agent i ∈ N (Posti(·) refers to the transition system TSi of agent i).419

According to Definition 6, a well posed space-time discretization requires the exis-420

tence of a transition for each agent i and m-cell configuration of i. The latter reduces421

to the selection of an appropriate feedback controller for i, which guarantees that the422

auxiliary system with disturbances (19) satisfies the Transition Requirement. We next423

establish correctness of the abstraction, by showing that individual agent transitions424

which are initiated from compatible cell configurations are correctly executed by the425

continuous system (1). In particular, given a discrete configuration of all agents and426

a corresponding transition for each of them, one can assign a local feedback law to427

every agent and guarantee that the resulting closed-loop system will simultaneously428

execute all these transitions. At the same time, the magnitude of the agents’ control429
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12 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

laws evaluated along the closed-loop solution will not exceed the bound vmax in (5)430

during the transition interval.431

Proposition 10. Assume that the space-time discretization S − δt is well posed432

for system (1), consider an initial cell configuration l = (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ IN , and select a433

successor state l′i ∈ Posti(li; pri(l)) for each agent. Then, there exist globally Lipschitz434

W -parameterized feedback laws435

(24) vi = ki,pri(l)
(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi), i ∈ N ,436

and w1, . . . , wN ∈ W , such that for each initial condition x(0) ∈ RNn with xi(0) =437

xi0 ∈ Sli , i ∈ N , the solution of the closed-loop system (1), (24) is well defined on438

[0, δt], and satisfies439

xi(δt, x(0)) ∈ Sl′i ,∀i ∈ N ,(25)440

|ki,pri(l)
(t, xi(t),xj(t);xi0, wi)| ≤ vmax,∀t ∈ [0, δt], i ∈ N .(26)441442

Proof. Indeed, consider the successor states (cell indices) l′i, i ∈ N selected in443

the statement of the proposition. Since the discretization is well posed, there exist444

continuous functions αi : [0, δt] → R≥0, i ∈ N and β : [0, δt] → R≥0 satisfying (16)445

and (18), respectively, such that the requirements of Definition 6 are fulfilled. Thus,446

by the definition of the operators Posti(·), i ∈ N we can select for each agent i ∈ N447

a globally Lipschitz W -parameterized feedback ki,pri(l)
(·) and a vector wi ∈ W , such448

that ki,li , wi, l
′
i satisfy the Transition Requirement.449

Next, we pick for each agent i an initial condition xi0 ∈ Sli and notice that due to450

the Lipschitz assumption for the control laws, the solution of the closed loop system451

is defined for all t ≥ 0. Furthermore, it follows from (17) that |xi0 − xli,G| < dmax

2 for452

all i ∈ N . Hence, by continuity of the solution of the closed-loop system (1), (24) we453

deduce from (18) that there exists δ ∈ (0, δt], such that454

(27) |xi(t)− χli
i (t)| < β(t),∀t ∈ [0, δ],455

for all i ∈ N , where xi(·) is the i-th component of the solution and χli
i (·) is the456

reference trajectory of i corresponding to the m-cell configuration li = pri(l) of i,457

with initial condition χli
i (0) = xli,G. We claim that for each i ∈ N , (27) holds for458

all t ∈ [0, δt). Indeed, suppose on the contrary that there exist an agent ι ∈ N and459

a time T ∈ (0, δt) such that |xι(T ) − χlι
ι (T )| ≥ β(T ), where lι = prι(l), and define460

τ := sup{t̄ ∈ (0, δt] : |xi(t) − χli
i (t)| < β(t),∀t ∈ [0, t̄], i ∈ N}. From the latter and461

(27), it follows that τ is well defined, 0 < τ < δt, and that there exists ` ∈ N such462

that463

(28) |x`(τ)− χl`
` (τ)| = β(τ).464

Next, notice that by the definition of τ , it holds that465

(29) |xκ(t)− χlκ
κ (t)| ≤ β(t),∀t ∈ [0, τ ], κ ∈ N`.466

Also, since for each κ ∈ N` the m-cell configurations lκ = prκ(l) of κ and l` = pr`(l) of467

` are consistent, it follows from (16) and the fact that τ < δt, that |χl`
κ (t)− χlκ

κ (t)| ≤468

α`(t), for all t ∈ [0, τ ], κ ∈ N`. Hence, we obtain from the latter and (29) that469

(30) |xκ(t)− χl`
κ (t)| ≤ β(t) + α`(t),∀t ∈ [0, τ ], κ ∈ N`.470
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By setting dκ(t) := xκ(t), t ≥ 0, κ ∈ N`, it follows from standard uniqueness results471

from ODE theory, that x`(·) is also the solution of the system with disturbances (19),472

with i = `, vi = k`,l`(t, x`,dj(`);x`0, w`), and initial condition x`0 ∈ Sl` . Thus, by473

exploiting causality of (19) with respect to the disturbances and observing that due474

to (30) the disturbances satisfy (20) for all t ∈ [0, τ), it follows from (21) and the fact475

that τ < δt, that |x`(τ)− χl`
` (τ)| < β(τ), which contradicts (28). Hence, we conclude476

that (27) holds for all t ∈ [0, δt).477

Next, by using the same arguments as above, we can deduce that for each agent478

i, the i-th component of the solution of the closed loop system (1), (24), is the same479

as the solution of system (19) for i, with disturbances dκ(·), κ ∈ Ni being the com-480

ponents xκ(·), κ ∈ Ni of the solution corresponding to i’s neighbors. Furthermore, it481

follows that the disturbances satisfy (20). Hence, from the Transition Requirement,482

and the fact that the components of the solution of the closed loop system and the483

corresponding solutions of the systems with disturbances are identical, we obtain that484

(25) and (26) are satisfied. The proof is now complete.485

4.4. Exploitation of the Individual Subsystems. We next elaborate on the486

exploitation of the agents’ individual models by discussing a case where control syn-487

thesis can be performed under guaranteed computational complexity reduction. A488

rigorous framework to address this problem will be given in a subsequent work.489

Consider a tree (or more generally acyclic) network structure and assume that the490

agents’ tasks are prioritized according to their inverse distance from the root node.491

Hence, the tasks of the root agent are prioritized compared to its children nodes and492

so forth. Then, by assuming agent i to be the root of the tree, it follows that it493

remains unaffected by the coupling dynamics and its transition requirement reduces494

to a simplified variant of the Transition Requirement without disturbances. Thus, we495

can first select the set of discrete paths of i which satisfy its specification and as a496

next step, use all these paths as actions for the transition systems of i’s children in497

order to determine the paths which satisfy their plans. Note that for any selection498

of the decentralization degree, the m-neighbor set of i’s children consists exclusively499

of i. Proceeding analogously, and considering a descendant ` of i, we use all the500

selected paths of the ancestors of ` up to m hops up in the tree, in order to determine501

all the satisfying paths of its specification. This approach can reduce significantly502

the memory storage required for the transitions compared to the centralized case. In503

addition, the specifications restrict the agent’s acceptable transitions and hence, the504

possible actions in the m-cell configurations of the descendant agents.505

5. Reference Trajectory Deviation Bounds. This section is devoted to the506

derivation of explicit reference trajectory deviation bounds, that are introduced in507

Definition 4. In Lemma 11 below, we provide conditions on the network structure in508

a neighborhood of an agent i, which guarantee that for consistent cell configurations,509

the reference trajectories of i’s neighbors coincide with their estimates by i.510

Lemma 11. Assume that for agent i ∈ N it holds Nm+1
i = ∅, and let li be511

an m-cell configuration of i. Then, for every ` ∈ Ni with Nm+1
` = ∅, and m-cell512

configuration l` of ` consistent with li, it holds that χl`
` (t) = χli

` (t), for all t ≥ 0, with513

χl`
` (·) and χli

` (·) as determined by the IVP of Definition 1 for l` and li, respectively.514

Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.515

Despite the result of Lemma 11, in principle, the reference trajectory of each516

agent’s neighbor and its estimate through the initial value problem for the reference517
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14 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

trajectory of the specific agent do not coincide. Explicit bounds for their deviation518

are given in Proposition 13 below, whose proof requires the following auxiliary lemma.519

Lemma 12. Let i ∈ N , ` ∈ Ni, and li, l` be any consistent m-cell configurations520

of agents i and `, respectively. Also, let t∗ be the unique positive solution of521

(31) eL2t
∗
−
(
L2 +

L2
2

L1

√
Nmax

)
t∗ − 1 = 0,522

with523

(32) Nmax := max{Ni : i ∈ N}.524

Then, for each κ ∈ N̄m−1
` (N̄m−1

` ⊂ N̄m
i by Lemma 17(i)) it holds that:525

(33) |χli
κ(t)− χl`

κ (t)| ≤Mt, ∀t ∈ [0, t∗],526

where χli
κ(·) and χl`

κ (·) are determined by the initial value problem of Definition 1 for527

the m-cell configurations li and l`, respectively.528

Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.529

Proposition 13. Consider the agents i ∈ N , ` ∈ Ni, and let li and l` be any530

consistent m-cell configurations of i and `, respectively. Then, it holds that531

(34) |χli
` (t)− χl`

` (t)| ≤ Hm(t),∀t ∈ [0, t∗],532

where t∗ is given in (31), the functions Hκ(·), κ ≥ 1, are defined recursively as533

(35) H1(t) := Mt, t ≥ 0; Hκ(t) :=

∫ t

0

eL2(t−s)L1

√
NmaxHκ−1(s)ds, t ≥ 0534

and χli
` (·), χl`

` (·) are determined by the initial value problem of Definition 1.535

Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix.536

We next provide some linear upper bounds for the functions Hm(·) above, which are537

used for the derivation of acceptable discretizations. Let c̄ ∈ (0, 1) and define538

(36) t̄ := sup

{
t > 0 : eL2t −

(
L2 + c̄

L2
2

L1

√
Nmax

)
t− 1 < 0

}
.539

Then, it follows that540

(37) 0 < t̄ < t∗,541

where t∗ is defined in (31), and the function Hm(·) given in Proposition 13 satisfies542

(38) Hm(t) ≤ c̄m−1Mt,∀t ∈ [0, t̄].543

Hence, if we select each function αi(·) in Definition 4 as αi(·) ≡ α(·), with544

(39) α(t) := cMt,∀t ∈ [0, δt]; c := c̄m−1,545

it follows from (37), (38), and Proposition 13, that the neighbor reference trajectory546

deviation bound (16) is satisfied for all δt ∈ (0, t̄].547

Remark 14. Due to (39), for any fixed c̄ ∈ (0, 1), the reference trajectory devia-548

tion bound decreases exponentially with respect to the degree of decentralization.549
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6. Well Posed Space-Time Discretizations. In this section, we exploit the550

controllers from Section 3.3 to provide sufficient conditions for well posed space-time551

discretizations. In particular, it is shown that for any system with bounded and552

globally Lipschitz dynamics of the form (1), and the hard input constraints (5), we553

can always select a well posed discretization S − δt. This requires that each agent’s554

transition system is nonblocking, namely, that for each m-cell configuration of the555

agent, the Transition Requirement is fulfilled for at least one successor cell. To verify556

this for the suggested discretizations, we select the function β(·) in Definition 5 as557

(40) β(t) :=
dmax(δt− t)

2δt
+ λ̄vmaxt, t ∈ [0, δt],558

where the parameter λ̄ is introduced in (9) and provides the upper part of the free559

input that is used for reachability purposes.560

6.1. Sufficient Conditions. As in the previous sections, given a cell decompo-561

sition {Sl}l∈I of Rn, we consider a reference point xl,G satisfying (17) for each cell,562

and the associated reference solutions χi(·) of the initial value problems for the m-cell563

configurations of each agent i. Leveraging the corresponding feedback laws (14) we564

derive sufficient conditions for well posed discretizations in the following theorem.565

Theorem 15. Consider a cell decomposition S of Rn with diameter dmax, a time566

step δt, the constant ri defined in (12), the parameter λ̄ in (9), and let λ ∈ [0, λ̄]. We567

assume that dmax and δt satisfy the following restrictions:568

δt ∈
(

0,min

{
t̄,

(1− λ)vmax

L1

√
Nmax(c+ λ̄vmax) + λL2vmax

})
(41)569

dmax ∈
(

0,min

{
2(1− λ)vmaxδt

1 + (L1

√
Nmax + L2)δt

, 2(1− λ)vmaxδt570

−2(L1

√
Nmax(cM + λ̄vmax) + λL2vmax)δt2}

]
,(42)571

572

with L1, L2, M , vmax, c, and t̄, as given in (3), (4), (2), (5), (39), and (36), re-573

spectively. Then, the space-time discretization is well posed for (1). In particular, for574

each agent i ∈ N and cell configuration li of i we have575

(43) Posti(li; li) ⊃ {l ∈ I : Sl ∩B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅},576

where ri is defined in (12) with577

(44) ζi(t) := λ.578

Proof. According to Definition 6, to prove that the discretization is well posed,579

we specify continuous functions β(·) and αi(·), i ∈ N , satisfying (18) and (16), respec-580

tively, so that (43) holds for all i ∈ N and li ∈ IN̄
m
i +1. We pick β(·) as in (40) and581

αi(·) ≡ α(·), for all i ∈ N , with α(·) as given in (39). Notice first that β(·) satisfies582

(18). Due to the requirement that δt ≤ t̄ in (41) and the discussion below (39), the583

functions αi(·) satisfy (16). Thus, the requirements of a well posed discretization for584

β(·) and αi(·) are fulfilled. Next, let i ∈ N and li ∈ IN̄
m
i +1. To verify (43), we need585

to show that for each l′i ∈ I with Sl′i ∩ B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅, there exists a transition586

li
li−→i l

′
i in TSi. Therefore, consider the globally Lipschitz W -parameterized feed-587

back law ki,li(·) given by (14) and let l′i ∈ I with Sl′i ∩ B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅. According588
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16 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS

to Definition 8, to show that li
li−→i l

′
i, we need to pick wi ∈ W so that ki,li , wi, l

′
i589

satisfy the Transition Requirement. Let x ∈ Sl′i ∩B(χi(δt); ri) and select590

(45) wi :=
x− χi(δt)

λδt
,591

with λ as in (9). From (12) and (44), |wi| ≤ ri
λδt ≤ vmax. Hence, by (10), wi ∈W . To592

verify the Transition Requirement let xi0 ∈ Sli . We show that the solution xi(·) of593

(19) with vi = ki,li(t, xi,dj ;xi0, wi) satisfies (21), (22), and (23), for any continuous594

dj1 , . . . , djNi satisfying (20). We break the proof in the following steps.595

STEP 1: Proof of (21) and (22). By taking into account (19), (14), (8), (13), (11)596

and (44) we obtain for any continuous dj1 , . . . , djNi the solution xi(·) of (19) with597

vi = ki,li as xi(t) = xi0 +
∫ t

0
(fi(xi(s),dj(s)) + ki,li(s, xi(s),dj(s);xi0, wi))ds = xi0 +598 ∫ t

0

(
fi(χi(s),χj(s))ds+ 1

δt (xli,G − xi0) + λwi
)
ds = xi0 + χi(t) − xli,G + t

δt (xli,G −599

xi0) + tλwi = χi(t) + δt−t
δt (xi0−xli,G) + tλwi, t ≥ 0. Hence, we deduce from (17) that600

(46) |xi(t)− χi(t)| <
(δt− t)dmax

2δt
+ tλvmax,∀t ∈ [0, δt),601

which by (40) and (9) establishes (21). Furthermore, we get from (45) that xi(δt) =602

χi(δt) + δtλwi = x ∈ Sl′i , and thus, (22) also holds.603

STEP 2: Estimation of bounds on ki,li,1(·), ki,li,2(·), and ki,li,3(·) along the solution604

xi(·) of (19) with vi = ki,li and dj1 , . . . , djNi satisfying (20). We first show that605

|ki,li,1(t, xi(t),dj(t))| ≤L1

√
Nmax

(
dmax(δt− t)

2δt
+ (cM + λ̄vmax)t

)
606

+ L2

(
(δt− t)dmax

2δt
+ λvmaxt

)
,∀t ∈ [0, δt].(47)607

608

Indeed, due to (8), we have that609

ki,li,1(t, xi(t),dj(t)) =[fi(χi(t),χj(t))− fi(xi(t),χj(t))]610

+ [fi(xi(t),χj(t))− fi(xi(t),dj(t))].(48)611612

For the second difference on the right hand side of (48), we obtain from (3), (20), (32),613

(39), and (40), that |fi(xi(t),χj(t)) − fi(xi(t),dj(t))| ≤ L1(
∑Ni
κ=1(α(t) + β(t))2)

1
2 ≤614

L1

√
Nmax(dmax(δt−t)

2δt + (cM + λ̄vmax)t). For the other difference in (48), it follows615

from (4) that |fi(xi(t),χj(t)) − fi(χi(t),χj(t))| ≤ L2|(χi(t) + tλwi +
(
1− t

δt

)
(xi0 −616

xli,G))− χi(t)| ≤ L2( (δt−t)dmax

2δt + λvmaxt), where xi(·) is evaluated in Step 1. Conse-617

quently, from the derived bounds on the differences of the right hand side of (48), we618

get (47). Next, for ki,li,2(·) we have from (10), (11), and (44), that619

(49) |ki,li,2(t;wi)| = |λwi| ≤ λvmax,∀t ∈ [0, δt], wi ∈W.620

Finally, by recalling that xli,G satisfies (17), it follows from (13) that621

(50) |ki,li,3(xi0)| = 1

δt
|xi0 − xli,G| ≤

dmax

2δt
,∀xi0 ∈ Sli .622

STEP 3: Verification of (23). In this step we exploit the bounds from Step 2 to show623

(23) for any dj1 , . . . , djNi satisfying (20). Due to (14), (47), (49), and (50), it suffices624
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to show that L1

√
Nmax(dmax(δt−t)

2δt +(cM+ λ̄vmax)t)+ dmax

2δt +L2( (δt−t)dmax

2δt +λvmaxt)+625

λvmax ≤ vmax, for each t ∈ [0, δt]. Since the left hand side of this inequality is linear626

with respect to t, we only need to verify it for t = 0 and t = δt, which follows in both627

cases from (42). Hence, (23) is also fulfilled and the proof is complete.628

From the involvement of the parameter c given by (39) in the acceptable δt and629

dmax, it follows that an increasing degree of decentralization allows the selection of630

coarser discretizations. For instance, assume that the system parameters and selected631

λ̄, λ, and t̄ are such that t̄ ≥ (1−λ)vmax

L1

√
Nmaxλ̄vmax+λL2vmax

and the maximum value of dmax632

over all possible δt is obtained through the second element of the min in (42), i.e.,633

dmax = 2(1 − λ)vmaxδt − 2(L1

√
Nmax(cM + λ̄vmax) + λL2vmax)δt2. Then, it follows634

from (41) and (42) that this value will be dmax =
(1−λ)v2

max

L1

√
Nmax(c̄m−1M+λ̄vmax)+λL2vmax

and635

increase close to
(1−λ)v2

max

L1

√
Nmaxλ̄vmax+λL2vmax

for large degrees of decentralization m. This636

observation suggests that it is not desirable to select m very large, in the sense that637

beyond some value, increasing it to m+1 results to an additional state dimension that638

is not sufficiently compensated by a small improvement of the discretization diameter.639

We also present an improved version of Theorem 15, when the conditions of640

Lemma 11 are satisfied for all agents, namely, when for any m-cell configuration of641

each agent, the estimated reference trajectories of its neighbors coincide with their642

reference trajectories for consistent configurations.643

Theorem 16. Assume that Nm+1
i = ∅ holds for all i ∈ N . Then, the result of644

Theorem 15 remains valid for any δt and dmax satisfying645

δt ∈
(

0,
(1− λ)vmax

L1

√
Nmaxλ̄vmax + λL2vmax

)
(51)646

dmax ∈
(

0,min

{
2(1− λ)vmaxδt

1 + (L1

√
Nmax + L2)δt

,647

2(1− λ)vmaxδ − 2(L1

√
Nmaxλ̄vmax + λL2vmax)δt2}

]
.(52)648

649

Proof. Since by hypothesis Nm+1
i = Nm+1

` = ∅ for each pair of agents i ∈ N ,650

` ∈ Ni, it follows from Lemma 11 that for corresponding consistent cell configurations651

li and l`, it holds that χli
` (t) = χl`

` (t), ∀t ≥ 0. Thus, we can select for each agent i ∈ N652

the reference trajectory deviation bound αi(·) ≡ 0. The remaining proof follows the653

same arguments employed for the proof of Theorem 15 and is therefore omitted.654

6.2. Exploiting the Abstractions for Control Synthesis. Here we describe655

how Theorems 15, 16, and Proposition 10 can be used to synthesize discrete plans656

and project them to sequences of local feedback controllers to enable their correct low657

level execution by the agents.658

Step 1. Consider the agents’ Lipschitz constants L1, L2, dynamics bounds M , vmax,659

and select a degree of decentralization m and parameters λ̄, λ. Depending on the660

selection of m and the network structure, use either Theorem 15 or Theorem 16 to661

obtain the acceptable discretization values. If Theorem 15 is invoked, then select also662

a constant c̄ ∈ (0, 1) and evaluate t̄ and c by (36) and (39), respectively. Finally,663

select dmax − δt and a corresponding cell decomposition S.664

Step 2. Fix a reference point for every cell of the decomposition and derive the665

transition system TSi of each agent i as follows. For each m-cell configuration li solve666

the IVP of Definition 1 to obtain the endpoint χi(δt) of agent i’s reference trajectory667

and specify the cells which intersect B(χi(δt); ri), i.e., the transitions to the cells given668
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by the right hand side of (43). It is noted that the reference trajectories need not be669

stored and the control laws for the transitions are not calculated at this step.670

Step 3. Given a high level specification for each agent, find a discrete plan l0l1l2 · · · ,671

i.e., a sequence of cell configurations lκ = (lκ1 , . . . , l
κ
N ), κ = 0, 1, . . . such that lκ+1

i ∈672

Posti(l
κ
i ; lκi ), with lκi = pri(l

κ) for all i ∈ N , corresponding to a sequence of transitions673

l0i
l0i−→i l

1
i

l1i−→i l
2
i · · · for each agent which satisfies its specification.674

Step 4. Determine the continuous control laws for the implementation of each agent’s675

discrete plan as follows. For each transition lκi
lκi−→i l

κ+1
i , find again the solution676

of the IVP corresponding to the m-cell configuration lκi , and obtain the reference677

trajectories χi(·) and χi(·) of i and its neighbors. Then, pick any x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri) ∩678

Si
lκ+1
i

, compute the parameter wi from (45) and use χi(·), χi(·) to determine the679

corresponding feedback law ki,lκi (·, ·, ·; ·, wi) from (14), (8), (11), and (13).680

Due to Proposition 10, the satisfying plan from Step 3 is correctly executed by681

the controllers evaluated in Step 4. Furthermore, Step 4 can considerably alleviate682

memory storage requirements, since the reference trajectories and control laws are683

stored only for the satisfying plans and not for the whole transition systems.684

7. Example and Simulation Results. As an illustrative example we consider685

the coordination of five interconnected agents in R2 which need to fulfill certain reach-686

ability goals. Agent 3 is an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) inside a straight river687

of width 2Lriv, with a sinusoidal velocity profile of maximum speed vriv
max and direc-688

tion qriv ∈ R2, with |qriv| = 1 (motivated by the single agent example in [12]). Its689

motion 3 is governed by the dynamics ẋ3 = vriv
max cos

(
π|x3−〈x3,q

riv〉qriv|
2Lriv

)
qriv + v3 and690

it is always possible to assign inputs v3(·) to constrain the agent inside the river.691

The other agents are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) operating at the same height692

close to the ground. Agents 2 and 4 are coupled with agent 3 through the dynamics693

ẋi = sat3ρ(x3 − xi) + vi, i = 2, 4, and agents 1 and 5 are coupled with 2 and 4 by694

ẋi = sat5ρ(xj − xi) + vi, (i, j) = (1, 2), (5, 4), where ρ > 0 and satρ(x) := x, if |x| < ρ,695

satρ(x) := ρ
|x|x, if |x| ≥ ρ. Assuming that the additive inputs vi and the river velocity696

are bounded by vmax = vriv
max = ρ, it is not hard to show that if agents 2, 3 and 3, 4697

are initially located within a distance of at most 3ρ, they will maintain this property698

during the system’s evolution. This allows them to exchange information and mea-699

sure their relative states which are used for their feedback loop. Analogously, agents700

1, 2 and 4, 5 will maintain a distance of at most 5ρ. Thus, the network will remain701

connected during the system’s evolution, allowing the agents to exchange information702

on the missions. We assign the team specification that every agent should reach a703

target box precisely at the end of the common mission horizon, which is the time in-704

terval [0, 2.5] (see Figure 5). The agents’ dynamics have the form (1) and are globally705

Lipschitz and bounded. Thus, by selecting the degree of decentralization m = 2, the706

conditions of Theorem 16 are satisfied. Assuming also that
πvriv

max

2Lriv ≤ 1, we obtain the707

dynamics bounds and Lipschitz constants M := 5ρ, L1 := 1, and L2 := 1 for the708

agents. We next choose the constant λ̄ = 1 in (9), λ = 0.4 and obtain from (51) and709

(52) that 0 < δt < 1−λ
1+λ and 0 < dmax ≤ min{ 2(1−λ)δt

1+2δt ρ, 2((1−λ)δt−(1+λ)δt2)ρ}. For710

the simulation results we pick ρ = 5 and focus on the system’s behavior for t ∈ [0, 2.5].711

Since dmax is maximized for δt = 1−λ
2(1+λ) , we select δt as the closest value to 1−λ

2(1+λ) to712

obtain an integer number of time steps NT := 2.5
δt , and the maximum corresponding713

dmax to partition R2 using square cells.714

To derive a satisfying discrete plan we use the agents’ individual transition systems715
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through the following sequential process. First, we exploit the transition system of716

agent 3 which is not affected by any coupling constraints to obtain all the discrete717

paths, i.e., cell index sequences l03l
1
3 · · · lNT3 of consecutive transitions which satisfy its718

reachability specification. To obtain the relevant transitions, we evaluate the indices719

Qκ3 = Post3(Qκ−1
3 ) of the agent’s reachable cells at each time κδt, κ = 0, 1, . . . , NT ,720

using the notation Q0
3 := {l03} and the convention Post3(Q3) := ∪l3∈Q3

Post3(l3; l3) (l3721

is a 2-cell configuration of agent 1, since the agent has no neighbors). Thus, ∪NTκ=0Q
κ
3722

is captured through the blue cells in Figure 5(i). Then, we pick all cells from QNT3723

which lie in T3 to determine the agent’s satisfying paths, depicted with the yellow cells724

in Figure 5(i), with a backward reachability algorithm. We next use the satisfying

Ag 3 T3

Ag 2

Ag 3 T3

T2

(i) (ii)

Ag 1
Ag 2

Ag 3 T3

T2
T1

Ag 3

Ag 4

Ag 5

T3
T5

T4

(iii) (iv)

Fig. 5. (i) The reachable cells of agent 3 are depicted in blue and the ones which reach its
target box in yellow. (ii) All reachable cells of agent 2 based on the satisfying ones of agent 3 in (i)
are in blue. The corresponding cells which satisfy the agents’ specifications are in yellow and green,
respectively. (iii) All reachable cells of agent 1 based on the satisfying ones of agents 2 and 3 in (ii)
are shown in blue. The cells of agents 1, and 2, 3, depicted in yellow, and green, respectively, lead
to the simultaneous satisfaction of their reachability goals. (iv) Corresponding simulation results for
agents 5, 4, and 3, with the satisfying cells of agent 3 marked, to be distinguished from those of 4.

725
paths of 3 to obtain the reachable cells Qκ2 of agent 2 at each time κδt. The cells with726

indices ∪NTκ=0Q
κ
2 are shown with blue in Figure 5(ii). Then, we determine the paths727

of agent 2 which lead to its target box, and the corresponding paths of 3, depicted728

in Figure 5(ii) with the yellow and green cells, respectively. Analogously, we use the729

satisfying paths of agents 2 and 3 as actions in the transition system of 1 to determine730

its reachable cells. Then, we obtain through backward reachability the satisfying731

paths of 1, depicted with the yellow cells in Figure 5(iii), and the corresponding732

ones of agents 2 and 3 shown in green. The exact same procedure is performed for733

the specifications of agents 4 and 5, as shown in Figure5(iv). It is observed from734
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Figures 5(iii) and 5(iv) that we can find a common path among the ones of agent 3735

which provide satisfying plans for agents 1 and 2 (green cells of 3 in Figures 5(iii)) and736

the ones of agent 3 which provide satisfying plans for agents 4 and 5 (green marked737

cells of 3 in Figure 5(iv)). This implies that the specifications are satisfied by all738

agents simultaneously, namely, the team mission is feasible. The agents’ successor739

cells were evaluated using Step 2 of the procedure outlined in Section 6.2, without740

storing their reference trajectories or evaluating the control laws for the transitions.741

As described in Step 4 of the same procedure, the latter are computed once a satisfying742

discrete plan is selected. The simulation results were implemented in MATLAB with743

a running time of approximately five minutes, on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM)744

i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz processor.745

8. Conclusions. We have provided abstractions for multi-agent systems under746

a varying degree of decentralization and modeled their transitions by exploiting a sys-747

tem with disturbances that capture the evolution of each agent’s neighbors. Sufficient748

conditions for the space and time discretization quantify the reachability capabili-749

ties of the symbolic models. Their transitions are realized by hybrid feedback laws750

which modify a part of the agents’ couplings and navigate them to their successor751

cells. Ongoing work includes the formulation of online abstractions for heterogeneous752

agents with updated choices of the discretization and the consideration of higher or-753

der dynamics. We also aim at studying robustness of the approach with respect to754

measurement and actuator errors, both from a continuous and a discrete perspective.755

9. Appendix. The Appendix includes omitted proofs from Section 5 and the756

following Lemma, which establishes useful properties of the agents’ m-neighbor sets.757

Lemma 17. (i) For each agent i ∈ N , neighbor ` ∈ Ni of i, and m ≥ 1, it holds758

that N̄m−1
` ⊂ N̄m

i .759

(ii) For each i ∈ N , m ≥ 1, and ` ∈ N̄m
i , it holds that N` ⊂ N̄m+1

i .760

(iii) Assume that for certain i ∈ N and m ≥ 1 it holds Nm+1
i = ∅. Then, for each761

` ∈ N̄m
i it holds that N` ⊂ N̄m

i .762

Proof. For the proof of Part (i), let any i′ ∈ N̄m−1
` . Then, since N̄m−1

` =763

∪m−1
κ=0 N κ

` , either i′ = `, which implies that i′ ∈ Ni, and hence, also that i′ ∈ N̄m
i , or764

i′ ∈ Nm′

` for certain m′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1}. If i′ = i, then i′ ∈ N̄m
i and hence, it remains765

to consider the case where i′ 6= i and i′ ∈ Nm′

` for some m′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1}. The lat-766

ter implies that there exists a shortest path i0 . . . im′ with i0 = i′ and im′ = ` from i′767

to `. Then, since im′ = ` ∈ Ni, it follows that i0 . . . im′i is a path of length m′+1 ≤ m768

from i′ to i. Thus, either it is a shortest path, implying that i′ ∈ Nm′+1
i ⊂ N̄m

i , or,769

since i′ 6= i, there exist 0 < m′′ < m′ + 1 and a shortest path of length m′′ joining i′770

and i. In the latter case, it follows that i′ ∈ Nm′′

i , and hence, again that i′ ∈ N̄m
i .771

The proof of Part (i) is now complete.772

For the proof of Part (ii), let ` ∈ N̄m
i and i′ ∈ N`. If i′ = i then i′ ∈ N̄m+1

i .773

Otherwise, since ` ∈ N̄m
i , there exists 1 ≤ m′ ≤ m and a path i0 . . . im′ of length m′774

with i0 = ` and im′ = i, implying that i′i0 . . . im′ is a path of length m′ + 1 ≤ m+ 1775

from i′ to i. Thus, it follows that i′ ∈ N̄m+1
i .776

For the proof of Part (iii), let ` ∈ N̄m
i and i′ ∈ N`. If ` = i or i′ = i, then777

the result follows directly from the facts that Ni ⊂ N̄m
i and i ∈ N̄m

i , respectively.778

Otherwise, there exists 1 ≤ m′ ≤ m such that ` ∈ Nm′

i , implying that there exists a779

path i0 . . . im′ of length m′ with i0 = ` and im′ = i. Thus, since i′ ∈ N`, we get that780

i′i0 . . . im′ is a path of length m′+1 from i′ to i. If it is a shortest path, then it follows781

that m′ < m, because otherwise, since i′ 6= i, we would have a shortest path of length782
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m+ 1 joining i′ and i, implying that Nm+1
i 6= ∅ and contradicting the hypothesis of783

Part (iii). Hence, it holds in this case that i′ ∈ Nm′+1
i for certain 1 ≤ m′ < m and784

thus, that i′ ∈ N̄m
i . Finally, if i′i0 . . . im′ is not a shortest path, then there exists a785

shortest path of length 1 ≤ m′′ < m joining i′ and i, which implies that i′ ∈ Nm′′

i ,786

and hence, again that i′ ∈ N̄m
i .787

We next give the proofs of Lemma 11, Lemma 12, and Proposition 13 in Section 5.788

Proof of Lemma 11. Since Nm+1
i = ∅, it follows that the initial value problem789

which corresponds to the m-cell configuration of agent i and specifies the trajectory790

χli
` (·) of ` is provided by Case (i) of Definition 1, namely, by (15). We rewrite (15) in791

the compact form792

(53) Ẋ = F (X); F = (fκ1
, . . . , fκN̄m

i
+1

), X = (χκ1
, . . . , χκN̄m

i
+1

),793

with initial condition χκν (0) = xlκν ,G, ν = 1, . . . , N̄m
i + 1, and κν being the ν-th794

index of N̄m
i according to the total ordering ≺ of N̄m

i (see Section 2). Next, since795

Nm+1
` = ∅, we similarly obtain the initial value problem associated to the m-cell796

configuration of agent ` to specify χl`
` (·), as797

(54) Ẋ1 = F1(X1); F1 = (fκ′1 , . . . , fκ′N̄m
`

+1
), X1 = (χκ′1 , . . . , χκ′N̄m

`
+1

),798

with initial condition χκ′ν (0) = xl′κν ,G, ν = 1, . . . , N̄m
` + 1, and κ′ν being the cor-799

responding ν-th index of N̄m
` . Taking into account that Nm+1

i = ∅, we get from800

Lemma 17(i) that N̄m
` ⊂ N̄

m+1
i = N̄m

i ∪ N
m+1
i = N̄m

i . Thus, assuming without801

loss of generality that the inclusion is strict and reordering the components χκν ,802

ν = 1, . . . , N̄m
i + 1, (53) can be cast in the form803

(55) Ẋ1 = F1(X1), Ẋ2 = F2(X1, X2),804

with X1, F1(·) as in (54), X2 = (χκN̄m
`

+2
, . . . , χκN̄m

i
+1

), F2 = (fκN̄m
`

+2
, . . . , fκN̄m

i
+1

),805

and the same initial condition as for (54) for the X1 part, due to the consistency of806

l` with li. Hence, since the X1 part of the solution in (55) is independent of X2, the807

reference trajectory χl`
` (·) of agent ` given by (54) and its estimate χli

` (·) obtained808

from the first subsystem in (55) coincide.809

Proof of Lemma 12. For the proof, it suffices to show that (33) holds for all agents810

κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` , since by Lemma 17(i) we have N̄m−1
` ⊂ N̄m

i . We distinguish the811

following cases.812

Case (i). Nm+1
i 6= ∅ and Nm+1

` 6= ∅. For Case (i) we consider the following subcases813

for each agent κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` .814

Case (ia). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` )∩ (Nm
i ∪Nm

` ). In this case, it follows from (7) that either815

χli
κ (·) ≡ xlκ,G or χl`

κ (·) ≡ xlκ,G. Without loss of generality we assume that κ ∈ N̄m−1
` ,816

and thus, χl`
κ (·) is specified by the IVP (6), and χli

κ (·) ≡ xlκ,G. Then, we get from (2)817

and consistency of l` with li, which implies that χli
κ (0) = χl`

κ (0) = xlκ,G, that818

|χli
κ (t)− χl`

κ (t)| = |xlκ,G − χl`
κ (t)| ≤

∫ t

0

|fκ(χl`
κ (s),χl`

j(κ)(s))|ds ≤Mt,∀t ≥ 0.(56)819
820

Case (ib). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪ Nm

` ). Notice first, that (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪821

Nm
` ) ⊂ N̄m−1

i ∩ N̄m−1
` and thus, κ ∈ N̄m−1

i and κ ∈ N̄m−1
` . Hence, we obtain822

from Lemma 17(ii) that Nκ ⊂ N̄m
i and Nκ ⊂ N̄m

` , respectively, implying that Nκ ⊂823
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N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` . Consequently, it follows from Definition 1 that both χli
j(κ)(·) and χl`

j(κ)(·)824

are well defined. To show (33) for all κ of Case (ib) we will prove the following claim.825

Claim I. There exists δ ∈ (0, t∗), so that (33) holds for all t ∈ [0, δ] and κ of Case (ib).826

To show Claim I, let δ ∈ (0, t∗) with827

(57) δ ≤ min

{
1

4L1

√
Nmax

,
ln 2

L2

}
,828

and κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` )\ (Nm
i ∪Nm

` ). Since l` is consistent with li and Nκ ⊂ N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` ,829

we have that χl`
ν (0) = χli

ν (0) = xlν ,G, for all ν ∈ Nκ. Thus, by exploiting (2), (32),830

and (57), we deduce that831

(58) |χli
j(κ)(t)− χ

l`
j(κ)(t)| ≤ 2M

√
Nmaxt ≤

M

2L1
,∀t ∈ [0, δ].832

Next, we obtain from (3) and (4) that |χli
κ (t) − χl`

κ (t)| ≤
∫ t

0
(L2|χli

κ (s) − χl`
κ (s)| +833

L1|χli
j(κ)(s)− χ

l`
j(κ)(s)|)ds, which due to (58), implies that834

(59) |χli
κ (t)− χl`

κ (t)| ≤ Mt
2 +

∫ t

0

L2|χli
κ (s)− χl`

κ (s)|ds,∀t ∈ [0, δ].835

To bound |χli
κ (·)− χl`

κ (·)|, we use the following version of the Gronwall Lemma.836

Fact I. Let λ : [a, b]→ R be a continuously differentiable function with λ(a) = 0 and µ837

a nonnegative constant. If a continuous function y(·) satisfies y(t) ≤ λ(t)+
∫ t
a
µy(s)ds838

on [a, b], then, on the same interval it holds that y(t) ≤
∫ t
a
eµ(t−s)λ̇(s)ds. /839

By exploiting Fact I, we obtain from (59) and (57) that840

(60) |χli
κ (t)− χl`

κ (t)| ≤
∫ t

0

eL2(t−s)M

2
ds ≤Mt, ∀t ∈ [0, δ],841

which concludes the proof of Claim I. We next show that (33) also holds for all842

t ∈ [0, t∗] and κ of Case (ib). Assume on the contrary that843

(61) |χli
κ′(T )− χl`

κ′(T )| > MT,844

for some κ′ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪Nm

` ) and T ∈ (0, t∗], and define845

(62)
τ := max{t̄ ∈ [0, T ] : |χli

κ (t)−χl`
κ (t)| ≤Mt, ∀t ∈ [0, t̄], κ ∈ (N̄m

i ∩N̄m
` ) \ (Nm

i ∪Nm
` )}.846

Then, it follows from (60) and (61) that847

(63) |χli
κ′′(τ)− χl`

κ′′(τ)| = Mτ,848

for some κ′′ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪Nm

` ). Also, from Claim I and (62) we get that849

(64) 0 < τ < t∗.850

Since κ′′ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪ Nm

` ), it holds that Nκ′′ ⊂ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` . Thus,851

for each neighbor ν ∈ Nκ′′ of κ′′, either ν ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) ∩ (Nm
i ∪ Nm

` ), or ν ∈852

(N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ (Nm
i ∪Nm

` ), and we deduce from (56) and (62), respectively, that853

(65) |χli
ν (t)− χl`

ν (t)| ≤Mt, ∀t ∈ [0, τ ], ν ∈ Nκ′′ .854
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It then follows from (3), (4) and (65) that |χli
κ′′(τ) − χl`

κ′′(τ)| ≤
∫ τ

0
L2|χli

κ′′(s) −855

χl`
κ′′(s)|ds+

∫ τ
0
L1M

√
Nκ′′sds. Hence, we get from Fact I and (32) that856

|χli
κ′′(τ)− χl`

κ′′(τ)| ≤
∫ τ

0

eL2(τ−s)L1M
√
Nκ′′sds ≤

L1

L2
M
√
Nmax

(
eL2τ

L2
− τ − 1

L2

)
.

(66)

857
858

In addition, it can be checked by elementary calculations that859

(67) eL2t −
(
L2 +

L2
2

L1

√
Nmax

)
t− 1 < 0,∀t ∈ (0, t∗),860

with t∗ specified by (31). However, from (63) and (66), eL2τ−(L2+
L2

2

L1

√
Nmax

)τ−1 ≥ 0,861

which contradicts (67), since by (64), 0 < τ < t∗. Thus, (33) holds for Case (ib).862

Case (ii). Nm+1
i 6= ∅ and Nm+1

` = ∅. For Case (ii) we consider the following subcases863

for each agent κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` .864

Case (iia). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` )∩Nm
i . In this case, it follows from (7) that χli

κ (·) ≡ xlκ,G865

and thus, by using similar arguments with Case (ia) that (56) is fulfilled.866

Case (iib). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ Nm
i . Notice that (N̄m

i ∩ N̄m
` ) \ Nm

i ⊂ N̄
m−1
i ∩ N̄m

`867

and thus, for each agent κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` ) \Nm
i we have that κ ∈ N̄m−1

i and κ ∈ N̄m
` .868

Hence, we obtain from Lemma 17(ii) and the fact that Nm+1
` = ∅, that Nκ ⊂ N̄m

i and869

Nκ ⊂ N̄m+1
` = N̄m

` ∪N
m+1
` = N̄m

` , respectively, implying that Nκ ⊂ N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` . The870

remaining proof for this case follows similar arguments with the proof of Case (ib)871

and is omitted.872

Case (iii). Nm+1
i = ∅ and Nm+1

` 6= ∅. We consider again the following subcases for873

each agent κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` .874

Case (iiia). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` )∩Nm
` . In this case, it follows from (7) that χl`

κ (·) ≡ xlκ,G875

and thus, by using again similar arguments with Case (ia) that (56) is fulfilled.876

Case (iiib). κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ Nm
` . Notice that (N̄m

i ∩ N̄m
` ) \ Nm

` ⊂ N̄m
i ∩ N̄

m−1
`877

and thus, for each agent κ ∈ (N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` ) \ Nm
` we have that κ ∈ N̄m

i and κ ∈878

N̄m−1
` . Hence, we obtain from Lemma 17(ii) and the fact that Nm+1

i = ∅, that879

Nκ ⊂ N̄m+1
i = N̄m

i ∪ N
m+1
i = N̄m

i and Nκ ⊂ N̄m
` , respectively, implying that880

Nκ ⊂ N̄m
i ∩N̄m

` . The remaining proof for Case (iiib) follows again similar arguments881

with the proof of Case (ib) and is omitted.882

Case (iv). Nm+1
i = ∅ and Nm+1

` = ∅. In this case the result follows from the proof883

of Lemma 11, which implies that the trajectories χli
κ (·) and χl`

κ (·) coincide for all884

κ ∈ N̄m
i ∩ N̄m

` . The proof is now complete.885

Proof of Proposition 13. The proof is carried out by induction and is based on886

the result of Lemma 12. We will show the following induction hypothesis:887

IH. For each m′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and ι ∈ N̄m−m′
` , it holds that888

(68) |χli
ι (t)− χl`

ι (t)| ≤ Hm′(t),∀t ∈ [0, t∗].889

Note that for m′ = m the Induction Hypothesis implies (34). Also, by Lemma 12, IH is890

valid form′ = 1. To prove the general step, assume that IH is true form′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m−891

1} and let ι ∈ N̄m−(m′+1)
` . Sincem−(m′+1) ≤ m−2, both χli

j(ι)(·) and χl`
j(ι)(·) are well892

defined and the differences |χli
ν (·)− χl`

ν (·)|, ν ∈ Nj(ι), of their respective components893

satisfy (68) with m′. It then follows that |χli
j(ι)(t) − χ

l`
j(ι)(t)| ≤

√
NιHm′(t) for all894

t ∈ (0, t∗). Thus, by evaluating |χli
ι (·)−χl`

ι (·)| as in the proof of Lemma 12, we obtain895
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that |χli
ι (t) − χl`

ι (t)| ≤
∫ t

0
L1

√
NιHm′(s)ds +

∫ t
0
L2|χli

ι (s) − χl`
ι (s)|ds. By exploiting896

Fact I used in the proof of Lemma 12, we obtain from (68) and the recursive definition897

of Hm′+1(·) that |χli
ι (t) − χl`

ι (t)| ≤
∫ t

0
eL2(t−s)L1

√
NmaxHm′(s)ds = Hm′+1(t),∀t ∈898

[0, t∗], which establishes the general induction step. The proof is complete.899
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